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About This Game

Description:
Post-apocalyptic world. The entire planet is a hell. Our hero - a young guard trying to

survive in difficult conditions together with his group...
... A few months ago you find out that somewhere in the desert "scumbags"

invented an artifact that allows receiving unlimited supplies of fuel. It’s definitely big
trouble to happen, while that thing being in ‘wrong hands’. Your group managed to

steal the artifact, and now you have one task only - to bring your convoy back to the
main camp. There is probably the last action of this world is taking place in front of

us, and only you to chose how it will ended.

Features:
- More than 50 unique enemies including powerful bosses;

- More than 30 legendary artifacts;
- More than 10 different territories;

- Dozens of different tasks;
- Endless fights for life and death.
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BEta - indie
Publisher:
Atriagames
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i hoped more out of the game, While not expensive a lot of free clickers are better then this game.
Upgrades are to liniar and simple and the worst part is you need the game in focus.

Futhermore the game has some bugs but those can be solved over the time.
i cannot recommend it. With the hours I played I can honestly say...I'm bored. It's a clicker game, but I feel the game could be a
bit more fleshed out. The tokens you get after ascending should increase and not stay the same, So far the amount of tokens I get
is about 80-100 making it a bit too hard to go higher than Wave 15. This isn't really your average clicker game and it is a bit too
hard for most people's liking. I can't recommend this to beginners not unless you have an auto clicker in place (which I don't
btw, but wish I did) I really can say the free clicker games on steam are so much better than these clicker games you have to pay
for.

Update: I guess the dev doesn't want to update this game any further than it already is to make it a bit easier to play. My
recommendation is therefore towards the negative (not recommending). Sorry devs you tried but, those of us who are conisuers
of clicker games know that there are better clicker games out on steam and most of them are free and have more content and
depth to them than this.

Stick with Clicker Heroes, Adcap, Idling to rule the gods and some of the other free ones. You can't go wrong when it's free.
(Can't wait to get someone arguing\/yelling at me for the last sentence I wrote...prove me wrong then...). ABSOLUTLY
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. tl;dr - there are way better idle \/ clicker games you can get for free

Long version:
There's two things making this game completly useless in terms of an idle \/ clicker game.

1. If you click outside the window the game pauses... which is probably one of the last things you want an idle game to do.

2. I'm not sure if this works from the beginning or if it's linked to some prestige tokens i already spent... however:
get 270 fuel
buy a bot as support
go to main menu
instantly start the game again
grab the bonus shown on the left side
enjoy your ~40k+ fuel
repeat as often as you like and maybe even soft reset while still in area 2
bonus even gets larger as you get more support units and advance further in the game

Additionally the background and the car graphics get repetitive rather fast and the english texts contain some obvious mistakes
even I as a non native speaker recognized at first glance (missing words for example).

On the plus side there is decent or at least fitting background music, it's cheap and there are no micro transactions. Still this
doesn't make up for a good game and there's tons of better idle games you can play for free.. I honestly can't recommend this,
not even to fans of idle games. The translation is comically off, the game does not start up properly half the time, and the third
assistant does no damage. Poor experience all around.. Potentially good idle game equal to those you can find on Kongregate,
ArmorGames etc. BUT it only runs when focused. Idle game that is paused when you minimize the window? And paying for it?
No, thanks.. Very boring, backgrounds are terribly made.
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Wouldn't recommend it yet, tons of spelling mistakes, bugs, not an idle game it automatically pauses when its not the top screen
:(

Fix it and I'll change the review to positive. Low quality clicker, art is ok though.. All important problems and bugs in this game
are already written down by others.

I'd like to recommend this game if there will be some mayor game improvments and bug fixes.. While visually more interesting
than some other clickers, there's not much going here. The English translation is a laughably bad google translate. On the bright
side, it costs less than a pack of gum and doesn't have any microtransactions that I can see. Plus the names of the enemies are
silly.

HOWEVER.

The game only runs while it's in focus, so it's useless as an idle clicker. Hard pass.. yuioyuoyuio. very interesting game. I like
idle\/clicker\/incremental games. Therefor, I am used to almost no content\/story and some bugs, since this is no genre for AAA-
title.
But the only thing I am able to like in this game is the Mad Max setting.
- Translation errors \/ inaccurate desciptions of spells\/achievments
- bugs like having a counter running into negative numbers without unlocking
- upgrades are resetting to level one or having not the inteded effect
- boosts like dps boosts aren't shown

Well, without heavily patching of this game, I can only recomment to avoid it.
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